Watch the video clip. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKcEySuuUuE)

Type of document → □ an interview □ a music video □ a short film □ an advert for a TV channel

Where does the scene take place? ________________________________________________

Which animal moves stealthily towards the camera? ________________________________

There is a close-up of an eye. Whose eye is it?
□ an orangutan’s eye □ a green lizard’s eye □ a jaguar’s eye

Which animal is looking over the rainforest?

- a caiman - an anteater - an armadillo - a sloth - a black panther

How many caimans are there? __________

The anteater is right-handed. □ True □ False

An orangutan is holding a ball in his right hand. □ True □ False What colour is the ball? __________

Which animal is cracking its neck before the race? □ a jaguar □ the black panther

How many jaguars are there? □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5

Which animal is clapping its hands in chalk? □ the anteater □ the armadillo □ the sloth □ the lizard

Which sport does the sloth practise? ____________________________________________

Which animals are doing synchronized diving? ________________________________

An orangutan is indicating a sign with its fingers. Which one?

Which animals are running the 400 m? _______________________________________

Finish the sentence. → The orangutans are playing _______________________________

Start the sentence. → __________________________________ is lifting weights.

Which sport does the hoary fox practise? _______________________________________

Which sport does the anteater practise? □ javelin throw □ hurdles □ discus throw □ hammer throw

Write the slogan. → ____________________________________________________________

How many athletes are looking over a city at the end of the video clip? □ 6 □ 7 □ 8 □ 9

The city is Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. Justify! __________________________________________

Tick the adjectives that best correspond to the video clip and justify your choice.
□ exciting □ emotional □ impressive □ humorous □ surprising □ frightening

Compare the wild animals with their human athlete counterparts. Match the two columns.

The sprinters are • □ as athletic as caimans.
The swimmers are • □ as fast as jaguars.
The volleyball players are • □ as slender as foxes.
The gymnasts are • □ as agile as sloths.
The high jump athletes are • □ as energetic as orangutans.
Watch the video clip. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKcEySuuUuE)

Type of document →  ❑ an interview  ❑ a music video  ❑ a short film  ❑ an advert for a TV channel

Where does the scene take place? in a rainforest

Which animal moves stealthily towards the camera? A black panther

There is a close-up of an eye. Whose eye is it?  ❑ an orangutan’s eye  ❑ a green lizard’s eye  ❑ a jaguar’s eye

Which animal is looking over the rainforest?

![a caiman]  ❑ an anteater  ❑ an armadillo  ❑ a sloth  ❑ a black panther

How many caimans are there? two

The anteater is right-handed. ❑ True ❑ False

An orangutan is holding a ball in his right hand. ❑ True ❑ False What colour is the ball? green

Which animal is cracking its neck before the race? ❑ a jaguar  ❑ the black panther

How many jaguars are there? ❑ 1 ❑ 2 ❑ 3 ❑ 4 ❑ 5

Which animal is clapping its hands in chalk? ❑ the anteater  ❑ the armadillo  ❑ the sloth  ❑ the lizard

Which sport does the sloth practise? Artistic gymnastics

Which animals are doing synchronized diving? Two caimans

An orangutan is indicating a sign with its fingers. Which one?

Which animals are running the 400 m? The jaguars and the black panther

Finish the sentence. → The orangutans are playing beach volleyball.

Start the sentence. → The armadillo is lifting weights.

Which sport does the hoary fox practise? The high jump

Which sport does the anteater practise? ❑ javelin throw ❑ hurdles ❑ discus throw ❑ hammer throw

Write the slogan. → The greatest show on Earth

How many athletes are looking over a city at the end of the video clip? ❑ 6 ❑ 7 ❑ 8 ❑ 9

The city is Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. Justify! The Olympic Stadium / Christ the redeemer / Copacabana beach Sugarloaf Mountain / Tijuca rainforest

Tick the adjectives that best correspond to the video clip and justify your choice.

❑ exciting ❑ emotional ❑ impressive ❑ humorous ❑ surprising ❑ frightening

Compare the wild animals with their human athlete counterparts. Match the two columns.

The sprinters are ❑ as athletic as caimans. ❑ as fast as jaguars.

The swimmers are ❑ as slender as foxes.

The volleyball players are ❑ as agile as sloths.

The gymnasts are ❑ as energetic as orangutans.